Introduction
Wireless communication systems play an important role in our society not only for voice transmission but also for data communications. New applications are constantly being developed and they usually result in a demand for higher transfer data rates. Therefore the design of reliable communication systems must be made with advanced engineering tools that account for the complex environment where communications take place so that higher data rates can be guaranteed. To achieve these data rates, one of the tasks that need to be accomplished is the proper characterization of the communication channel.
In order to obtain a characterization of the communication channel, one must be able to describe the propagation of electromagnetic waves in the environment under consideration. At the beginning of radio communications, one of the main concerns was propagation past large obstacles, such as hills or mountain ridges, and around the earth. Diffraction is the mechanism that explains the propagation around obstacles. In order to take advantage of the classical solution for the problem of diffraction past a half plane, many earlier works have assimilated large obstacles to knife edges. Later, propagation problems have been successfully studied with a simplification of the wave equation that leads to the parabolicequation method. These different methods are described in, among other works, [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] .
In this presentation, using ray-tracing methods, we examine the efforts that have been taken by our research group in order to provide effective models to characterize the propagation of electromagnetic fields inside urban environments. We first describe our polygonal line simulator for the analysis of electromagnetic wave propagation in a vertical plane. We then discuss its accuracy by showing the results of measurements that were taken in the frequencydomain and in the time-domain. Next the polygonal line simulator is compared with the methods of Hata , Zhang and COST-231. Then a general method to address propagation in a horizontal 2D environment is explained. Finally, we present a new 3D propagation method that is currently under development within our research group.
The polygonal line simulator
This two-dimensional simulator analyzes the path loss experienced by electromagnetic waves that propagate through the obstacles of an urban environment using ray-tracing methods. Because it is a two-dimensional simulator, only the trajectories that are contained in a vertical plane passing through the transmitter and the receiver are considered. In addition, it is assumed that the vertical plane is normally incident on the walls of the buildings between the antennas. The profile of the obstacles that are cut by the vertical plane is represented by a polygonal line, so that both variations of the height of the terrain and complex building shapes are taken into account. The new algorithm introduced into this simulator calculates all the rays that propagate along a vertical plane from the transmitter to the receiver, neglecting any backscattered ray.
Reflections can occur either on the terrain or along building surfaces. Diffractions are calculated using the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) [8] and its extensions designed to account for scattering by impedance wedges. Each segment of the polygonal profile is associated with its own value of surface impedance so that varying electrical characteristics for both terrain and building surfaces are accounted for. One advantage of using a polygonal line is that buildings may be modelled using a rectangular shape [9] . The advantage of using a rectangular shape over a knife edge becomes clear as shown in Fig. 1 . In fact, when one of the buildings of Fig. 1(a) is replaced with a knife edge, some possible choices are A) locate a knife edge at the left wall of each building; B) locate a knife edge at the right wall of each building; C) locate a knife edge at the center of each building; and D) locate two knife edges one at the left wall and the other at the right wall of each building. All knife edges have the same height of the building that they approximate. It is worth noting that choices A) and Fig. 1(a) was carried out and the receiver height was varied from A to B at small increments of λ/10 each. The results for perfect electrical conductor buildings and hard boundary are shown in Fig. 1(b) . The choice of rectangular shapes to approximate buildings must go together with the use of appropriate diffraction coefficients [10] . Specifically, one of the advantages of this simulator is the implementation of the diffraction coefficients for double wedges developed by Albani et al. [11] and those for impedance wedges of Herman and Volakis [12] . The importance of correctly characterizing double wedges is seen referring to Fig. 2 , which shows the comparison among measurements and predictions computed using cascaded single order diffraction coefficients and double wedge diffraction coefficients. These results point out that the use of cascaded diffraction coefficients for soft polarization, Fig. 2(a) , and hard polarization, Fig. 2(b) , leads to errors, particularly for soft polarization.
Anechoic chamber experiments to measure the accuracy of the prediction
The novelty of these studies is that the measurements are conducted inside the anechoic chamber facility at the University of Illinois at Chicago, using scaled models of urban environments and appropriate antennas. The advantage of this approach is that all parameters such as physical dimensions of the model and material properties are known with very low tolerances. Therefore, it is possible to make extremely accurate comparisons with the theoretical prediction obtained using a ray-tracing method. The experiments must approximate, as closely as possible, the two-dimensional assumption. In particular, the trajectories considered by the polygonal line simulator are contained in a vertical plane. As a consequence, (a) Example of three-dimensional propagation. The trajectory T x → P → Q → R x that is contained in the vertical plane is of interest for the experiments; however, the trajectory Fig. 3 (a), the patterns of both antennas in the horizontal plane must be narrow and directed along the line connecting the antennas. Furthermore, for both antennas the directivity patterns in the vertical plane must be isotropic, so that the contributions from all possible trajectories are equally weighted. At least within the angular sector of interest shown in Fig. 3 (b), the directivity gain must be reasonably constant. The experiments measure the field E(R x ) that reaches R x after propagating past the scaled building models. During the experiments, T x is fixed while R x is manually moved vertically. Measurement data are plotted in terms of the normalized field E 0 (R x ), i.e the measured field E(R x ) divided by the magnitude of the field measured for the same position of the antennas in free space E free space (R x ):
Two polarizations are considered: hard (Neumann boundary condition and soft (Dirichlet boundary condition). The geometrical shapes of the scaled models are simple but effective to test the performance of the polygonal line simulator. Further details of this investigation were given in [13] .
Frequency domain measurement
As an example of these measurements we consider the two-building profile that may be regarded as the simplest case of multiple rows of buildings having nearly uniform height, which is a situation of practical interest, especially in suburban areas. The case of two buildings of almost equivalent height is challenging for any ray-tracing method.
Referring to the inset of Fig. 4 , the challenge comes from the trajectories that illuminate the building to the left and are diffracted towards the building to the right. These trajectories are in the transition zone of the edges and, therefore, the application of the ray-tracing method must be verified. In particular, the most difficult case occurs when the transmitter is below the building rooftop since the field at the receiver is only due to diffraction mechanisms, which have to be carefully computed. This explains why the configurations that were • . For these data, the mean error is 0.59 dB and the standard deviation is 0.50 dB. measured consider the transmitter either below the rooftop or slightly below the rooftop to cause grazing incidence.
In particular, here we examine the configuration depicted in the inset of Fig. 4 that causes the transmitter to create grazing incidence. In fact, in Fig. 4 , the trajectory that impinges the left edge of the left building makes an angle of 2.18
• with the line through the building rooftops, whereas in Fig. 4 the same angle is reduced to 1.13
• . Fig. 4 shows the details of this comparison and corresponds to a mean error of 0.59 dB and a standard deviation of 0.50 dB. Improvements could be achieved using higher order diffraction coefficients, but the benefits would be far too small when compared to the increased computational effort.
Time domain measurement
The purpose of the TD analysis is the measurement and identification of the multipath components that actually contribute towards the received field in a selected frequency band. This requires the ability to resolve two closely time spaced multipath components, which we will refer to as response resolution, and the ability to locate the peak, in time, of a single multipath component, which we will refer to as range resolution. The experiments consist of pulses that are launched from T x and measured at R x .
For a given scaled model of an urban environment, different configurations are considered. Each configuration is characterized by the positions of the transmitter and receiver with respect to the scaled building model. Given a certain configuration as input, the PL simulator computes the complex value of the EM field for a pre-determined set of frequencies. Both the experiments and the theoretical predictions return results in the frequency domain. The TD analysis was accomplished via post-processing using MATLAB.
Similarly to what we already examined in the frequency-domain case,the TD analysis of the multipath components is now applied to the case of the two-building profile. This profile (a) T x at grazing incidence. represents the simplest case of rows of parallel buildings. In addition, since the two buildings have exactly the same height, it provides a way to challenge the ray-tracing algorithm because of the intrinsic grazing incidence condition created by this particular shape. Further details are given in [14] . As an example, Figure 5 (a) shows the geometry for the configuration of the T x at grazing incidence. For this configuration, the trajectories that provide the most important contributions are:
The TD analysis is shown in Figure 5 (b), which corresponds to a hard-polarization case. Hard polarization was chosen because it results in stronger values for the received field and therefore makes the measurements easier. (a) Geometry for a simplified urban environment where buildings are replaced using knife edges. The continuous line represents a diffracted path, whereas the dashed line represents a diffracted-reflected path. Table 2 . d r varies at increments of 0.5 m, which corresponds to 3.6 wavelengths. Table 1 . The agreement with the theoretical prediction is very good both for the main and the secondary peaks. Also, trajectories 2 and 3 provide similar contributions.
Comparison with Cost-231, Zhang and Hata
Many models for propagation in urban environment represent building obstructions using the knife edge approximation, as reported, for example, in [15] [19] . Therefore the geometry of Fig. 6(a) is considered herein to compare different propagation prediction methods because it represents an urban environment where parallel rows of buildings are modelled using knife edges. In the configuration of Fig. 6(a) , the transmitter Tx is always above the rooftop height and the receiver is always in an obstructed area. Further details are provided in [20] . A comparison of the prediction obtained with the polygonal line simulator and the COST-231 Walfisch-Ikegami model is shown in Fig. 6(b) . For this comparison, as well as for those shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) , the geometry of the environment under study is shown in Fig. 6(a) and the parameters for the simulation are shown in Table 2 . The comparison is carried out by computing the total electric field at the receiver, while the receiver moves horizontally and d r measures its distance from the knife edge to its left. The total field is calculated assuming an isotropic source with transmitted power P t = 1W and vertical polarization. Referring to Fig. 6(b) , the prediction obtained using the COST-231 Walfisch-Ikegami model is in agreement with the one of the polygonal line simulator. In fact, the average value of the difference between the two curves is 1.46 dB and the standard Fig. 7(a) . The parameters for this comparison are reported in Table 2 and for the simplified geometry under examination, there is good agreement between the two predictions: the difference between the average values of the two predictions never exceeds 3 dB.
Finally a comparison is given with Hata's model [22] in Fig. 7(b) . The average difference between the two curves is 12.6 dB and the standard deviation of the difference is 4.0 dB, a result that shows Hata's prediction is too pessimistic. The difference between Hata's prediction and the polygonal line simulator may be explained on the basis that Hata's model was obtained by fitting the experimental data measured by Okumura [23] and using only a few parameters to describe the environment.
A general method to study 2D propagation
Electromagnetic wave propagation in urban environments among high-rise buildings may be described using trajectories that propagate around buildings instead of over them. This problem may be simplified by modelling the environment with polygonal cross-section buildings that are infinitely high and by assuming that propagation takes place in a plane perpendicular to the buildings. With these simplifications, the problem is reduced to the scattering of a cylindrical wave incident on a group of two-dimensional polygonal cylinders. The goal of this study is the evaluation of the field intensity at an arbitrary observation point, while accounting for the interaction of the cylindrical wave with the polygonal obstacles. The study is carried out using ray tracing methods, which implies the determination of all the trajectories connecting the source point to the observation point. The approach taken consists of:
• Preprocessing the information related to the position of the polygonal cylinders. This operation is carried out to establish the "local" visibility that each polygon has in relation to its neighbors.
• The construction of an overall visibility graph using the results found in the previous step.
• The extraction of the ray trajectories connecting the source point to the observation point by means of a traversal algorithm that is applied to the overall visibility graph.
For each ray trajectory, it must be verified that both geometrical optics (i.e., reflection law) and geometrical theory of diffraction (i.e., edge diffraction law) are fulfilled. Then the field strength at the observation point is computed by coherent superposition of the field strength associated with each ray trajectory. The field intensity of each ray trajectory is calculated by introducing the proper reflection and diffraction coefficients along the path. The electromagnetic properties of the polygonal cylinders are given in terms of surface impedance, which makes this study quite flexible in terms of the variety of situations that can be represented. Finally, the algorithm is implemented in C++ language to take full advantage of the methodologies offered by object-oriented programming. Further details are found in [24] .
The Method
Free space propagation and reflection are easily treated with ordinary ray tracing methods. Diffraction cannot be studied using an ordinary ray tracing approach because of the law of edge diffraction according to which a ray incident on an edge creates a whole cone of diffracted rays. Therefore, an inverse method is used to avoid the problem of dealing with a cone of an infinite number of diffracted rays. The idea is to consider two points, the source and the observation, and to connect them with all the trajectories that it is possible to draw according with the constraints imposed by the environment. The polygons can be concave or convex and both their faces and vertices will be referred to as the scattering elements of the environment. Rays that propagate from the source to the observation point interact with the environment at the scattering elements. The interactions at the scattering elements are either reflections or diffractions. For a given ray trajectory, the number of interactions at the scattering elements determines the order of the ray. Therefore, a direct ray from source to observation is a zero order path, whereas a ray that undergoes either one reflection or one diffraction during its propagation will be referred to as a first order path. The algorithm that will be presented can compute the trajectories under the assumption that a given path must not pass twice through the same point. The algorithm determines the trajectories starting from order zero up to a specified order. The first order trajectory is computed using the following steps:
1. All scattering elements that are visible from the source (i.e. all elements that have a line of sight with the source) are determined and collected together in what will be referred to as the visibility list of the source.
2. Each element of the visibility list that has a line of sight with the observation point is selected to become part of a candidate trajectory.
3. The candidate trajectory is composed of the source, the scattering element, and the observation point. If the scattering element is a vertex, where a diffraction occurs, then the trajectory passing through the scattering element is a physical trajectory. However, if the scattering element is a segment, one has to establish whether the angles of incidence and reflection satisfy the reflection law.
Determination of the visibility
One of the most difficult tasks to solve in this problem is the determination of the visibility in an environment with a potentially large number of objects. A statistics of ray tracing applications shows that, in order to render images where thousands of objects are present, more than 95% of the time is spent performing intersection calculations between rays and objects [25] , if an exhaustive approach is taken. An exhaustive implementation is prohibitive and before implementing any ray tracing algorithm it is necessary to become acquainted with acceleration techniques [26] . The first step to accelerate intersection computations consists of enclosing each polygon into a rectangular bounding box. A further improvement consists of creating a hierarchical structure of bounding boxes that contain groups of bounding boxes. In this way, only the bounding boxes that are pierced by the rays are considered, therefore greatly reducing the number of intersection calculations. A final improvement consists of introducing the so called painter's algorithm that simply consists of keeping track of the objects that have a line of sight with the point of view and neglecting those that are shadowed by the closest ones.
The graph theoretical model
For the environment shown in Figure 8 (a) one could draw a graph that collects all the visibility information obtained for each scattering element. The information is presented in Figure 8 previously explained, all paths containing at least one reflection need to be checked to assess whether they satisfy the reflection law.
A new 3D propagation method
In 3D situations, ray tracing methods [27] [28] become very complicated because of the Keller's diffraction cone [8] . On the other hand, integral methods don't need tracing rays, but the computation increases tremendously when many buildings are present. However, using integral methods diffraction is usually considered only up to order 4, which makes it easier to implement them. Diffractions of higher orders usually become too weak to be important. Generally speaking, integral methods include solving parabolic equation (PE) with split-step Fourier transform [29] , computing Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral by interpolation [30] , [31] , and applying asymptotic path-integral technique with repeated integral of the error function. The path-integral is equivalent to the Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral, but the repeated integral of error function is more time-consuming than the interpolation method. Here FresnelKirchhoff integral is used to compute path loss from buildings in 3D urban and suburban environment (except downtown area), both diffraction and reflection are considered. An example of a perfectly conducting building as shown in Figure 9 (a) is considered. The coordinates of the transmitter are (25.2cm, 0, 46cm). The building first intersects the x axis at x=68.9cm, and ends at x=68.9cm+8.7cm. The width and height of the building is 30cm and 50cm, respectively. The receiver moves along an arc centered at the origin with a radius of 114.8cm. The height of the receiver is 40cm. In the case of vertical polarization, the reflection coefficient of the roof and vertical walls is +1 and -1. The reflection from the ground is neglected. At frequency of 50GHz, theoretical prediction of the path loss at the receiver (solid line) is compared with the measurement (dashed line) made in [32] as in Figure 9 (b). The agreement between the prediction and the measurement is very good.
Conclusion
Our efforts in the development of the two-dimensional polygonal line simulator lead to very successful comparisons with measurements. Additionally, our efforts in developing 3D propagation simulators show promising results.
